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Recently Noble has shown [l] that if every power XWa of a TI topo- 
logical space is normal, then X is compact. In this note we give an 
elementary proof of this result. We base our proof on a theorem of 
Stone [3] and a lemma. We also give a short proof of the result based on 
Stone’s theorem and a theorem of Morita [2]. 
1. AN ELEMENTARY PROOF 
We first state Stone’s theorem. 
THEOREM (Stone [3]). L t e w, be an uncountable cardinal and let Z 
be the integers. Then ZWe is not normal. Thus if XWn is normal, then X is 
countably compact. 
This is Theorem 3 and its Corollary in [3]. The proof is short and 
elementary. 
The following lemma is known, but the author is not aware of an 
adequate reference and so a proof of the lemma is also included. 
LEMMA. Let A be an in..nite set and suppose that naea X, is countably 
compact and f : noreA X, -+ R is continuous. Then there is a countable set 
B contained in A such that f  = g o 7~~ where g : naGB X, + R and 
rrB : nIueA X, -+ noreB X, is the projection map. 
The weight of X is the minimum cardinal w(X) such that X has a 
basis of cardinality w(X). The most precise version of Noble’s theorem 
is the following which we now state and prove assuming the Lemma. 
THEOREM (Noble [l]). Let w, be an uncountable cardinal with 
W, > w(X). Then if XW- is normal, then X is compact. 
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Proof of Noble’s Theorem. If w, is uncountable with w, > w(X), 
then o, * w, = 0,. Thus if XWa is not countably compact, then by 
Stone’s theorem (Xwa)+ = Xwa is not normal. Therefore, if XW= is 
normal, then XWa is countably compact as is XV for all wB < w, and X 
itself. Now suppose that X is not compact. Let {Fa}aeA be a collection of 
closed sets with the finite intersection property with empty intersection. 
We may assume that card A < w(X). Let X, = X for all o( in A and 
let A be the diagonal in naeA X, . Let K = naPA F, C nEEA X, . Then 
A and K are disjoint closed sets in nIasA X, = XcardA. Thus there is 
a continuous function f : nIOIEA X, ---f [0, l] such that f is zero on d and 
one on K. Let B C A be countable and let g : nIaEB X, + [0, l] with 
f =gors by the Lemma. Since X is countably compact and (FJacB 
has the finite intersection property and is countable, nasa F, # @. 
However, this implies that ITS n gs(d) # ,D and that f = g o rTTB 
cannot separate K and d, a contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
Proof of the Lemma. First we will show that for each E > 0 there 
is a finite set B, C A such that if x and y are in JJaEA X, with x, = ya 
for all oi E B, , then If(x) -f( y)i < E. Suppose not. Then let a, and a2 
be elements of naGA X, with If(aJ -f(a,)j 3 E. Let Fl be a finite 
subset of the index set A such that whenever ai and b differ only on the 
coordinates not indexed by Fl , then 1 f (ai) -f(b)1 < c/3. Then let 
b,l and b12 be such that bli has the same coordinates as ai for those 
coordinates indexed by F, and having n,(bll) = nb(b12) for all (Y $ Fl . 
Then we have jf(bll) -f(b12)1 > r/3. Let a,’ and a2’ have n&al’) = 
na(a2’) for all 01 E F, with If(a,‘) -f(a,‘)l > E. Then let F2 be a finite 
subset of A disjoint from Fl such that if ai’ and b have na(ai’) = n,(b) 
for all CIEF~UF~, then If(ai’) --f(b)1 < c/3. Then let b,i have the 
same coordinates as ai’ for those coordinates indexed by F, with 
T,(b21) = .rr,(b22) for all a $ F2 . Then 1 f (b,l) -f(b22)j 3 l /3 also. 
Continuing inductively, one constructs a sequence of disjoint finite 
subsets {Fi}& of A and sequences {b,i}~l for i = 1 and 2 of elements 
of neEA X, with nE(bjl) = nE(bj2) for all 01 $ Fj and with 
I fCbjl) -f(bj2)l 3 5 . 
Since nIaeA X, is countably compact, {bjl}& must have a limit point b. 
But since n,(bj2) = n,(bil) f or all (Y $ Fj and the Fi’s are all disjoint, 
b must also be a limit point of {bj”}~=‘=l . But this is a contradiction since 
If(bjl) -f(bj2)/ > l /3 for allj. 
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To finish the proof of the Lemma, let B, be a finite subset of A with 
If(a) -“f(b)/ < l/ n whenever a and b have the property that 
n,(a) = n,(b) for all 01 E B, . Then let B = U,“=, B, . Then if a and 6 
have the property that nE(a) = n,(b) for all (Y E B, then f(a) = f(b). 
Thus B is the countable subset of A which is required in the lemma 
and g can be defined in the natural way. 
2. A SHORT PROOF 
Let w, be a cardinal. Then X is w,-paracompact if every open cover 
??P of X of cardinality wa < w, has a locally finite refinement [2]. 
THEOREM (Morita [2]). The space X x IWe is normal if and only if X 
is normal and w,-paracompact. 
Alternate Proof of Noble’s Theorem. By Stone’s theorem X must 
be countably compact. We will show that Morita’s theorem implies 
that X is paracompact. The theorem will then follow since countable 
compactness and paracompactness together imply compactness. Now 
to show that X must be paracompact. We may assume that X contains 
two distinct points (0, I> C X. Then XUa contains X x (0, l>we as a 
closed subspace. Thus X x (0, l>ws must also be normal. Let C be 
the Cantor set. Then X x cW= must be normal since it is homeomorphic 
to x x (0, I)% Let f : C -+ I be the Cantor ternary map and let 
f we : C% --t IWe be the product map. Then since f w, is proper, 
Id x f w= : X x CW= -+ X x IWa is a closed map. Thus X x IW= is 
normal as well. By Morita’s theorem, X is w,-paracompact. Since 
w(X) d it?, this implies that X is paracompact and the theorem is 
proved. 
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